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We consider single and multiple m础surements on a quantum logic (P，s) 描 well as states and
propositions conditioned by a me黯urement. We show that corresponding to any measurement A.
there i革 a canonically 础sociated Hilb母rt sp蜘e H A • Algebraic and statistical properties of (P,s )
that are preserved in H A are found. We then study the problem of embedding 蔬 quantum logic in
Hilbert space.
PACS numbers: 03.65. - w
1. INTRODUCTION

2. MEASUREMENτs

According to one interpretation of the quantum logic
approach. if Y is a physical sys始m. the set of states S of .y.
represe锐ts the set of preparation procedures for Y and the
set of propositions P repr岱ents the set of physical y创-no
experimen辈革 for Y. Mathematically P is a O'-orthocomplete
orthomodular poset and Sis a set of countably additive probability m盹sur臼 onP.'
We define a me踹urement (or operation 2) to be a m础i
mal orthogonal subset of P. For example. suppose the mea$圳
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In the sequel P will denote a 和orthocomplete 01蚀。mo
du/a l' poset‘ From now on we shal1 make the physically plausible assumption that Pis sepal'able. that is，母very orthogonal
set of elements of P is at most countable. Recall that a subs在1
M of P is a Boolean subσ'-Olgebl'a of P in cas在 (i) M , with the
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ordering the orthocomplementation induced from P. is a
n∞lean O'-algebra and (ii) the cou耐able joins in M function
as joins in P. We say that a set A ç;; P is compatible if A Îs
contained in a B∞leansu怕也IgebraofP. 在nd in this case we
d佣ote the B∞lean 部加'-algebra generated by A by .@ (A ).
We say thatA.B Ç, Parecompatible (writtenA凹B) ifAuB is
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compatible; 时， îf[ aJ~[b I 附 writea叫.

ments a"a 2 .....a" ,b [the ith counter clicks (a;). no counter
clicks (b )]. or suppose the outputof the measuring apparatus
isadial re在ding. Aωrresponding measurement would be a
partition of the scale on the dial face. In any case. the result
of a measurement ∞nsists of a set of mutually exclusive al由
tematives one of which always holds.
丁he physical system Y can be thought of as a black box
whose structure we seek to determine. We can prepare the
box in various states and we may then subject the box to
variousmeasurements Jl. By repeating preparations of Y
in the stateα己S each followed by a performance of the measurement [a; 1 已矿. we obtaín a probability distribution
iα(a j ) } . These probability 必然ributions give th母 only information about Y available to us. The corresponding sequen臼s tα(a j ) 1/2) generate a Hilbert space which wi1l play a
central role in our study.
In this article we shall consider single and multipl垂
measurements. We shall 刻so study states and propositions
conditioned by a m槌surement. We obsεrvethatωrrespot叫"
ing to any measurement A , there is a canonically associated
Hilbert spac牵 HA' We shall study to what extent the alg母bra
ic and statistical properties of(p,s l are pr岱e凹edin
!HA 才巳..Ñ' ). Finally we consider the problem of embedding
aquan凶 m logic in Hilbert space.

A measu l'ement (or opel'ation) on P is a maximal orthogonalsetinP\101. Wedenoteth母 set ofall measurements on
Pby Jl 招 JI(P). Note that JI(P) is a covering of P \1 0 1.
For 撞 general treatment of such structures and their relation
toorthomodular posets see Ref. 3. For A ，B已..Ñ' we say thatB
is a l'efinement of A and write A <B if for every aE.t世 there
existsasubsetB ,Ç;; Bsuchthata = VB\. WecallA 巳..Ñ' atom帽
ic ifevery a已呈 is an atom of P. τhe following two lemmas
summarize some useful properties ofmeasurements. The
pr∞，f ofthe 班rst lemma is a routine verification which we
leave to the reader.
Lemma 1: (1) An orthogonal set A ç;; P \10} Îsin Jl if
and only if VA = 1..
(2) For each aEP \10) there exists an Aι11 such that
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aeA.
(3) If A已"'， then A is compatible.
(4) If A <B. then a~b for every aeA， 战B.
(5)αlb if and only if there is an A已'" with a.挺A
(6)a刊b if and only if there is 拍 A巳矿白白 a.beðJ (A ).
Lemma 2: (1) (JI.<) is an atomìstic po回t with le耐
element { 1 } and atoms 1a,a' }• a 乒 0. 1.
(2) A is a maximal element of (JI. 吗 if and only if A is
atomlc.
(3) For A.B，巳4矿 • A~B if and only if there exists a 0已d
such th在tA ，B <C.
(4)Pisan 墨tomîc Booleanσ:..algebra if and only if (JI , <)
contains a largest element.
hω1: (1) It is clear that < is re fl. exÎve and transitive on
JI. To show antisymmetry assume that A ，B，已11 withA ，二B

002公2488/82/122事81-06$02.50
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and 必<A. Le t aeA. Then there exists an element 挺Bandan
a ，e.，蛋 with a"þ ζ a.lfa 笋矶， then ala 1, hence a ， 怒骂 Owhich
is a contradiction.τhusA ç and by symmetry B Ç, A so

.a

A 黑 B.

The other statements are straightforward.
(2) AssumeA EvK is maximal. 1foeA is not an atom then
there exists a ,heP such that 0 < b < α. Since a = bv(o A b '),
M\{aj )J (b,a Ab'} isapr，吨errefinement ófA ∞的radicting
the maximality ofA. τhusA is atomic. Theωnverse is c1e缸
(3) If A ,B<C then .l壁 ，B ç二 .8f9 (C) soA-B. Conversely, if
A-B, then C= {aAb :aeA, beB J \{OJ EvK andA ，B<巳
、 (4) If P is an atomic B∞leanσ'-algebra， then the set of
创:oms of P is the largest measurement in P. Con可ersely， as鹅
sume Jl has a largest elementA.τhenby(2)A 总统omic.For
aeP \怜，叶， {o ,a'l <A soPi靠在tomic. Moreover if,
0，挺P\ 挠， 1 J then (a ,o' 1, { b,b ' }<A so, by 间， 0忡b.Hen臼 P
isaB∞，leanσd萨bra.

巳

ForaεP and S

a set of states (or σ-additive probability
measures)onPwedefinetr = {αESIα但
1}. Throughout
this section we assume that P admits a strong set of 军在atesS，
that is, for a ,heP, a<b whenever a S Ç, bs . We then call the
pair (P.s) a strong quant就m logic. For A已L，出如ethe Hilbert space

KA=Iμ-C I L If(a) 内部 i
毛，

aeA

with inner product (J, g) .= ~叫 f(o割。). Forα'ES， let
αA 巳KA be the function 的 (0) = a(o)I /2, ae.，蛋. Notice that
2
αA is a unit vector in K A since 11αA 11 =主ω α(o) 怒骂1. We
call αA the st，α te α conditioned by the measurement A. Let
P 撑飞) be the lattice of all ortho踪。nal projections of Jl'ρA'
Wefr，吨uently identify an orthogonal projection with the
CI部edsubspaαit projects onto. For O eP, define a A εP(KA )
to be the closed span Sp (a A 怜相S }. We call aA the proposition a conditioned by the mea.拟rement A. Define the maps
J(A 陪→KA andK (A):P• .P(KA ) by J(A)α 口的朋d
K (A )a = 0 A' The next lemma states that the range of J (A )
generat臼 KA and that a state αES， resp时tively a proposition OeP, is uniquely determined by the maps J (A )a, A6.A矿，
res阱ctively，

的 (OA 忡忡 ea (α(b) 川)/x;A ，(α(b )1/2) /x;A )唱 α同.

Hence
的 (bA ) = α..( V.眼BK(A )a)

= L α'A(K(A 同
a巴B

=L α(0) = α(VB) =a(b).

口

回去B

Corollory 5: (1) IfA ，B'已L and A-B, then there exists a
refinement C;..A ,B such thatαC(ocl=α(a) for allαESand
ae@(AυIB).

(2) If A is atomic and o-A , then 的问扫 α(0) for a 1l

Lemmo 3: (1) KA
sp{ 向 laES}.
(2) For α， β'ES， α=βif and only ifαA

αd

=ßA forall

A巳矿.

(3) Fora，何J白'， 0 =bifandonlyifoA 黠 bA forallA已L.
Proof: (1) Fix AEvK. For aeA, define ea.eJYA byea 侈}
埠 ðab (the Kronecker deltar. It is c1ear that (e a 10eA } is an
orthonormal basis for jf飞. Moreover, since S is strong, for
臼ch 鸭蛋 there exists an a*ES such that a*(a)
1. Hen臼
α飞 = ea so that (ea :ae.，蛋} Ç, {αA :AEvK}. The result fol10悦

在) Supposeα'A = β'A for every Ae.矿. Le t heP\! 0, 11
and letB =忡，b 'J 已11. Thenα(b )1/2 踹句 (b) = βB(b)

zβ (b )112 , SOα(b) = β (b); henceα=β.

(3) Suppose a c = bc for every
Ao = (a ,o' JEvK. Then

口

For aeP, aES, Aeν11 we define the probability ofa in the
state α conditioned by the measurement A to be
αA(OA)
(OA αA ，aA ) 苟且 (K(A 知J(A)αJ 例如). In general,
αA (OA) 养叫树 (see Sec. 4). This is to be expected since a single
m臼surement on a physical system would not in general determine the statistics of the entire system. A 1so, in general,
K (A )d伺s not pr，聪在rve all the algebraic properti臼 ofP.
Again, one wou1d not expect a sing1e measurement to deter唰
mine the complete intemal struct溢出 of P. The following result shows that K (A ) preserves the order on P and th就 both
J (A )and K (A ) preserve the structure and statistics of .8f9 (A ).
室主ωrem 4: (1) For o,heP and A巳"'， κb implies
OA <bA .
(2) K (A ) is an isomorphism on .8f9 (A ) and 归 (aA )= α(0)
for everyαES and oe .8f9 (A ).
Proof: (1) If a φthen OS Ç, ~ so that {αA laeaS }
Ç， [αA loelf} and oA<bA .
(2)For础chaeA， K(A )a = sp{ea 1sincea岗= limpHes
的口 e，.. Le tbe .8f9 (A ). Then thereexistsasetB ç, A such that
b VB. Since K (A ) preserves order and a φforallaeB￥ve
have K (A )a <K (A )b and hence VaeBK (A )a <K (A )b. Let
在K(A)b 泛泛面 {αAIαε~ J. If 叫树= 1 then a(a) '0 for
each 副 \8 阔的 εsp {ea 10eB 1and tþe VaeB K (A )a. Hence
K (A )b = VaeBK (A )a. ItfollowsthatK (A )isanisomorphism
from .8f9 (A ) to the Boolean σ'-algebra generated by
1splea jloeA }. Tosho暂时汹的 (aA )= 叫o)foraES， aε .8f9 (A )
let 舵手剧A ) with b = VB, B Ç, A. For aeA and αESwehave

K (A 辩， A巳-11.
担

C巳L. Let

sp{ eaj 骂面{αA.la臼S)
=a也 = bAo = sp{αA.IαεbSI.
Hence， α份S impliesα4 制p{ea

2382
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Proof: (1) Let Cbe the refinement in the proof ofLemma
(2), part (3). 百len .8f9 (C) .8f9 (AuB) and the result follows
from Theorem 4.
(2) Let B = (o ,a'). The res法It fol1ows from (1) sin部 A
has no proper refinement.
口
Letf:JI• C. We say that f has a limit À. eC and write
limf(A) = λiffor any E > 0 there exists 辑nA 何异-11 such that
If(B) … À. 1 < E whenever B;..A (E). The nextωrol1ary shows
白at statistics is pr臼εrved in the limit.
Corollory 6: For every oeP， αESwehave α{创
口 limαA (a A ).
For 吼声盘"
βgiven A

the transition probobility TA 掉， β )ofαand
is defined by

几仰， β )112 = L α{a)l/~β (a)l /2 目〈αA .ßA ).
aeA

is defined4 斟
T 仰， β ) = infAE.Af" TA 怡， β ). It is shown ìn Ref. 5 that T椒， β)
posses部 the usua1 properties of a transition probability and
r时即辑部 the standard form if P is a Hilbert space logic.

The transition pro缸bility

T拙， β)

Gudder ，阴 Ottimann ，

and Gre州、ie
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Côrollary 7: For any α， β盏'. T仰， β) = lim T-4 怡， β).

Proof: Given ~ > O. by definition there exi如 anA 已d
suchthat I 凡悟， β)- T怡， β \1 <ε. NowletB已-11 withB;;>A.
If aeA. then there exists a/ εB. i 路 1.2.…. such thata = Va/.
By Schwarz's inequality we have
r

币1I2r

立 α(a，) 11官倒1 气 i 立仰JI

I l: β (a;)

1112

1

mα(a)1/2β
1 (a)l l2.

口

< E".

There is a close relationship be仰自nm础surements and
observables.6 Let X be an ohservabl牵制th countable s严。
trum q(.x) = (儿 1; 臼1.2....). Thenω付出pondìngωxwe
have a measurement X({Åi lJ;叶 .2，…. Conversely, if
(aili='1 ，2，斗 ejl and IÅ; 1; = 1,2,… 1ç R. then there 照ists '
an observable .x with q(.x) = (Å i li = 1,2....) and
.x({ÅI =码 ， i = 1,2.…. In genera1, if .x is an arbitrary obser幡
vable, then there exists a 侃quence of observabl出 x， with
缸lÏtes伊ctra such that for any stateαfor which the expectationE..(.x)拙is饱. we have lim Ea (.x j ) = Ea (.x ).1 Moreover, if
m<:.n then the m臼surements ∞rresponding to .x,. is a refi戳争
mentofthem锦S町ement corr铺ponding to .x",. In this way
anarbitr缸y ohservable 钝nbe 捕sociated with a s吨uenceof
m能su1'ementse部h being a refinement ofthe p1'evious on能
Weclosethis 就ction with a brief consideration of multi-

n

plem臼surements. There 在l'eth1'回 lmporta挝 ty伊sofmulti

ple measurements: s吨uentia1 m回sur在ments， simultaneous
m阳surement嚣 and independent measu1'ements. If
AI....，A"EvR(刑. then a sequenti a1 measurement given by
K (A")K(A，， 叫}…K (A 1) would fir百t apply K (A 1)' then on the
f臼ulting system K (A 2) would be applied and 50 forth. In
genera1, the1'e apμM事 to be no reasonable math牵matiωlway
to define this if A .....,A.. are measu1'ements on the origina1
quantum logic (P,$). Physically, this is because the 缸stm她偷
surement may drastically change the origina1 system 50 that
A 2 no longer applies. W，啻锦n define a s吨uentia1 m阳sure
ment ifA 1 巳L(P).A 2已-II [P (HA , )],,,. by the expre岱ion
K (A，，)…K (A ι

In 锦s衍ePi沁sal沁蔬刽硝
t仅tîc
创臼
ε. 江
i fA
冉
4 1 ，，，…
..
牵
exists a common 1'efi伽nemer时
2延tB;;>A
普 ì>; = 1.2，..叫n.O狼
m
can then consider the m臼s盹
ur
，'陀em
怠lel挝
ltBasas
剑imu
凶11t
主 弘栩&挝ne
铅。u
础
s
m锦surement of A
,A... If the Ai 's are not ∞mpatible，
the1'e ap严M甚如 be no mathematica1 or physica1扮刽sefor
their simultaneous measurement. The next 1'，锦ult shows that
if A <:.B, then in a certain s栅se J (A )J (B) = J (A ) and
K (A )K (B ) = K (A ). If A <:.B then, by Th臼rem4，
Ä =K(B )A i革 am创surement on P(HB ) which is isomorphic

t位
h缸挝re

I....

toA.
A

consider independent multiple measurements.
An independent measurement ofA1.... ,A"
may be physically thoúght of as follows: Prepa1'e a state α，
m球.e the measurement A l' rep1'epare the stateα， make the
measurement Az,"', reprepare the stateα， make the mea.
su1'ement A... The 1'esult would be an n-tuple of vectors
阳A.'的， ,.. .,a -4. ). Motivat仅1 by this, we de也将 themap
J(Aþ... ,A,,):S• .HA, ~… ~HA. by
J (A þ...，A" 恒 =J (A I )a~ … ~J (A" 阳 =α'A ， ~善 ...~αA

Hence T(α， ß)<:. 马阳， β)<:. 几 {α.ß) and
i 几怡，到一 T怡， β11

W母 now

立在tA"... ，A.. 已-11.

Lemma 8: (fA<:.B thenJ(A )J (B 如 =J(A)αand

K (A )K (B )a = K (A )a fo 1' ev町 α6S andαeP.
Proof: Sin伺 A <:.B , we haveA ç ØJ (B) and by Thωrem4
aB(aB) = α(a) for allaε.4. Hence
J(Â )J (B )a 南

and the map K (A I'''' ,A..):P• P(HA.. ~… ~Hι)by
K(.归
AI护，俨...，A绩汩= 豆函丽{υ
J (A I'俨.…..，A，. 阳:布
αωs勺}
口 sp{a A ， ~.叶的 α部s }.

The maps J (A þ' 叮A..)， K (A I'… .A" ) correspond to a conditioning by the independent measurements A I'''' ,A" . Notice
that
[J(A"... ，A，，)α][K(码，… ，A" 问]
mαA ， (句，阳岛 (a A., )..o(l-4. (a A.. )
which is the correct statistics for independent measurements. The p1"∞f of the next lemma foUows 础sily from
Theorem4.
Lemma 9: Let K = K (A I"" ,A" ).
(1) KO = 0, K 1 = 1 and a<:.b implies Ka<:.Kb.
(2) If a 并 b and a，问码 fo1' someje[ 1,2,...,n) then
Ka l.Kb.

3. HILB医RT SPACE EMBEDDINGS
We say that P is embeddable in Hilbert space if P is
i5Omorphic to a sub-o rtho-modular poset of P (H) for some
Hilbert space H. An example is given 也 Ref. 8 of a finite
strong quantum logic (P,$ I for which P is not embeddable in
Hilbert spa，四. One might ask if there are stronger conditions
that 蚀n bepla出d on S which forces P to be 栅lbeddable in
Hilbertsp如e.One 仰ssible such condition is the JauchPiron condition.9 A state a on P is a J在uch-Piron state if
a(a)
α(b) 骂骂 1 impliesα(c) = 1 for some c<.a，b; 然ote that
thisreduc白 to the us ua1 de第nition lO whenPisalattice.lthas
been ∞njectured that if(P,s )is a quantum logic in which S is
a strong set of Jauch-Pi1'on stat穗. then P is embeddable in
Hilbert space. That this conjectu1'e is 创se can be seen by
comt重ning the exampl在 cited above and the following Co1'ollary 12. Another possible such ∞ndition is the following.
Call two statesαandβof P mutually singular and write
α#βifα(c) = β 怡') = I fo1' somec也P. This 1'elationofmutua1
singularity has b辅n studied in Ref. 11 in the context of the
Jord四-Hahn decomposition of signed states. Now let S be
any set of states on P. Write alsb in 崎se ~ X bs ç #, i.e. ,
α#βwhenevera臼s andβEbs . Clearly, lÇ1s' Ca11Sultrastrong in ca黯 lsÇ l.
Remark 10: (1) If S is ultrastrong then S is strong.
~2) Ultrastrong (like strong) is 飞挺endingly he1'editary ," i.e吁 if Sí ÇS2 and SI is u1trast1'ong then 50 is S2'
h现f; (1) AssumeSis ultrastrong and as Çb s . Ifα臼s
andße(b ')s thenα(b)=ß 怜')

2383
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that strong need not imply ultrastrong. An order determining set of dispersion-free states S on P is ultrastrong. Indeed,
suppose alsb. Ifα臼s then a(b ) = 0 since otherwise
α臼s(由S implying α#αwhich is impossible. Hence
α (b ') = 1 which implies α <Þ' or alb. In particular anyσ
class 12 or u-algebra of subsets of a set admits an ultrastrong
set of states. Also, for any Hilbert space logic P (H) , the set
S (H) of all pure states is ultrastrong. To see this.leta.比P(H)
with alsb. 1f a or b equals 0 we are finished. Otherwise.let
and 功 be unit vectors with 份臼 and 艇b. Then the corresponding pure stat四句，问 satisfy 句臼S and 问 ebS •
HencethereexistscεP (H) such thatα川c)= α 川c') = l. This
implies that
and 你茧， soØl轨 Hencealb.
口
Theorem 11: IfP is atomic and every atom aεPadmits a
J auch-Piron stateμa withμa (a) = 1. then P admits an ultrastrong set S of Jauch-Piron states.
Proof LetA betheatomsofPandletSo = ! J.l a la eA J be
a set of Jauch-Piron states indexed by A and satisfying
μa (a) = l. For each 捉P\10 J let Ab be a maximal orthogonal set of atoms under b. Since P is separable Ab is countablesowemaywriteA b = !a l .a2 ..J and.sincePisσ'-ortho
compl~te. b = VA b • For CEP define

ø

øec

,

忙三 μa， (c)
μA. (c) = i 咀
|乏主 μa， (c)

if A is finite with n

elem叫

if A is infin旧

ThenμA.

is a state' on P.
We claim that. for any 捉P\1 0 1.的• (c) = 1 if and only
if b<.c. For. ifμA.(C) = 1 then，foreachaj eA b .ι， (c) = 1 and
hencethereexistsdj eP withdj <.aj andd; <.candμaj(d;) = 1.
Nowd; 笋 o and a; eA imply d; = a; so that a j <.c for each i.
Henceb=κ也 ζc. The converse is clear.
LetS= 1 的.I beP \ 10} J. IfμA. (c 1 恒的• (c 2 ) = 1 then
b<.c l • b<.C2 and 的.(b) = 1 so each 向 is a Jauch-Piron
state. Tos臼 thatSis ultrastrongonPassumethatalsb. We
may assume that a.b 手 O. Th en. in particular.μA. #，μA. so
there exists cεPwith μA.(C) = μA. (c') = 1. Hence a <.c and
b<.c' so that alb.
口
Corollary 12: Every finite P which admits a strong set of
stat四 also admits an ultrastrong set of Jauch-Piron states.
Proof Let S (P) denote the set of all countably additive
stat臼 on P and let Sbe any strong set of states on P. For each
atom a of P aS(P) is a nonempty polytope and therefore has
finitely many extreme pointsμl'μ2'...'μ，，' Th e state
μa:=(1/n)ZLIμ; satisfies the following:
μa (b

)= 1

if and only if a φ.

For. ifμa(b) = 1 thenμ; (b ) = 1 for each i. Hence
ext(tr IP ) )Ç~(P) and. since aS(P) is the convex hull of
ext(tr(P)) and bS(P) is convex. iffollows that aS(P) ÇbS(P) so
thataS = aS(P) 门Sç~(P) 门S = bS. SinceSisstrong.aζb.The
converse is easy. As in the pr∞f of the preceding theoremι
is a Jauch-Piron state so that the hypothes臼 of that theorem
are satisfied and the assertion follows.
口
Corollary 13: If (P,s) is a strong quantum logic in which
Pis a finite lattice. then Padmits a convex and ultrastrong set
of Jauch-Piron stat回.
Proof Review ofthe foregoing result and Remark 10. if
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P is a lattice then the set of Jauch-Piron states is a convex
subset of S (P ).口
We note in passing that this result fails for finite orthomodular posets. The smallest orthomodular poset which is
not a lattice. J I8 the 18-element orthomodular poset due to
M. F. Janowitz. 1J provides a counterexample. In this poset
the convex combination of Jauch-Piron states may not be
Jauch-Piron.
We now use our previous work to prove a weak embedding theorem for a certain type of quantum logic. We say
that P is measurement finite if there exists a finite collection
of measurements A 1.... ,.4" such that alb implies a.be ßiJ (A J )
for some je 11.....n J. Orthomodular lattices L which are
block-finite in the sense that there are only finitely many
maxiìnal Boolean sub-algebras were studied in Ref. 14. An
immediate ∞rollary of the main result of Re f. 15 is that an
orthomodular lattice L is block finite if and only if it is measurement finite. The corresponding result for posets is still
open.
Wesay that (P,s) is weakly embeddable in a Hilbert
space H if there exist injective maps J:S• HandK:P• .p (H)
such that
(1) KO = O. K 1 = 1. and a<þ if and only if Ka<Xb.
(2) alb if and only if Ka lKb. ,
(3)α#βif and only if J，α lJß •
(刽 Ka= 虱l(aS ).
Theorem 14: A separable. measureri1 ent finite strong
quantum logic (P,s) is weakly embeddable in a Hilbert space
if and only if S is ultrastrong.
Proof Since P is measurement finite. there exists
AI....，.4" 巳ff such that alb impli白• a.be ßiJ (Aj ) for some
jell.....n J. Let J = J (A 1.... ,.4") and K = K (A 1.... ,.4,,). It followsfrom Le mma 9 thatKO = O.K 1 = 1. andaζ b implies
Ka<.Kb.lfalb thena.be ßiJ (Aj ) for somejsoK (Aj )alK (Aj)b
by Theorem 4. It follows that Ka lKb. Suppose that Ka lKb.
Now there exists an Aj such that beB 问). Then b = VB for
someBÇAj.lfα臼s. then
αA ， ⑧ ...~αAεKaÇKbÇK(AI)b~ … ~K(a ，， )b.

It follows that
凹， εK(Aj)b

=

splea :a eB

J.

Hence α(a) =0 forae冉\B. Therefore

s
α (b) = l:aeB α(a) = 1. Thus a Çbs and. sinc暗 Sis strong.
a<.b. 1t follows that K is injective and (1) holds. To complete
the proof of (2) assume Ka lKb. If αea S and 民bS then there
exists an Aj such that J (Aj )a lJ (Aj )/3. Hence
0= (J(Aj )α ，J (Aj )/3) = 立 α(a)1/2，β (a)1/2.
a且A ，

LetB= laeA j :ß (a)=OJandletb= VB.Sinceα (a庐 (a)=O
foralla eAj wehaveα (b)= β (b ') = 1. Henceα#βandalsb.
Assuming that S is ultrastrong. we conclude that alb.
To show that J is injective. assume α， β巳Swithα 手β.
Then there exist 捉Psuchthatα(b) 手β (b ). Now be ßiJ (Aj )岛r
somejell.....m J soα (a) 手β (a) for some aeAj' Hen臼 J(Aj )α
手 J(Aj 归 andJa 手 Jß. To prove (3) assumeα#β. Then
α(c)= β (c') = 1 for some cεP. Again ce ßiJ (A j ) for someAj
andc = VB forsomeBÇAj . Henceβ (a) = OforallaεBand
α(a) = 0 for all ae冉\ B. Th us α (a )/3 (a) = 0 for all ae冉 and
Gudder, Rüttimann , and Greechie
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Strong but not ultrastrong state宫.
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ultrastrong.

磊

It fo l1ows that a1b and S is ult险strong.
口
Corollary 15: If (P，s)沁 a finite strong q回鹏总m logíc,
then (P,S (P)) is weakly embeddable in a Hilbert spac牵
hαif: Since S is strong , P admits an ultrastrong set of
stat岱 by Corollary 12. 拖延俑， by Remark 10 part (2) S (P) is

12345

Ka= 虱I(a S )1 忌I{bS ) = Kb.

τABU二 1.

a--吉1011

J(Aj )α1J (Aj 1/3. It follows that Ja 1Jß. Conversely assume
Ja 1Jß. ThenJ(Aj )α1J {Aj 前 for some Aj' As in the previous
paragraph α#β. Condition (刽 follows by d苦finition.
Conversely, assume (P,s) is weak1 y embeddable ín a
Hilbert space and assume a1 s b. Let α部S andβEhS • τhen
α#β， so/;α.uβ'. Hence,

4. EXAMPιES
We first give an example of a quantum logíc (P,s) in
which P, gíven in Fig. 1, is a finite orthomodular lattice and S
is a strong set of pure (extrema1) states which is not ultras俑
trong. Simpler examples can be constructed in which the
states are not pure. In our notations (see Ref. 17), the vertíc创
repr，岱E技t atoms of P and the straight line segments group
th岱e atoms into (3 elementl maxima1 orthogon a1 sets. Table
1 Iists a set S of22 states and the values that these states attain
on each atom. Qne can check 18 that 钝.ch state in S is pure
and that S is strong on P. However S is not ultrastrong since
a1sk while a~k.
Wenowprωent some examples of measurement condi.
tioningmap嚣。n quantum logics. Let P be a separable B∞1棉n a-algebra of subsets of a set X and Iet S be the set of
Dirac measures on P. τ'hat is, every state in S has the form
α.JC' xEX, where 叽刨出 1 ifxea anda x 刨出 Oifx相 foreach
ainP. LetA已..ú'(P). ThenJ(A )a.. = ea , whereaistheunique
element of A containing x. It follows that
K(A)b = splea :ar功手吟，aEA }.
Hen饵" [J(A

)a"J[K(A )b] = ι (b) for all xEX， 挺P.
Let(P (H) ,s (H)) be the Hilbertian logíc in whichP(H) is
the lattice of a Il closed subspaces of a separable Hilbert space
f.I and S (H) is the set of all pure stat部 onP(H). Let
~J，= 1,2""1 be an orthonormal basis 也r H. Then
A = Ispej:;= 1 ，2，'斗 isam姐sureme悦 Ifα(1 is a pure state
∞rresponding to the unit vector 向H. then

c

n

U

J 例如φ 笃笃 II(Ø两) 1:;
ForaEP 田)

= 1.2,…)e/2 •

wehave

K(A)a = 远 1 (1忡，ej ) 1:'

= 1 ，2.什:ø臼).

In particular, K (A )(sp ej ) = sp 哉， whereδ;(])= 鸟，
i , j = 1,2,... . If a is one.dimension a1 and 街边 WÌth 11 创出 L
then
阳阳问叫
φ(1][
口川{仪阳
K

In particular, if 忡'，ej ) ， (ej ,Ø ) >0 for 棚chi= 1 ， 2川 then
[J(A)α(I ][K{A )a] 骂 I<Ø，ØW 口 α川a).

Finally, let P be the six element orthomodular lattice,
i.ιP 口{ 0, l ,a,a' ,b,b '} is the horizonta1 sum oftwo copies of
22 , and letSbethe setofall states onP. Th en vK(p) contains
twono皿rivia1 1时asurements， A = {a ,a'} and B = Ib ,b ').
2
τhe Hilbert spaces H A and H B both are C • Let e I = (1 ,0)
e2 = (0, 1) be the natura1 orthonorma1 basis 也r C2 •, Then for
every aES we have
J(A )a = α(a)J/2el

+ (1 一 α(a))1/2e1

J(B)αzα(b )1/2e l

+ (1 一 α(b ))1/2e2 .

and
NowK(A )a = sp e. , K(A )a' = sp(e边， K(A)b =K(A 沛， =c2
andK(B)b 白 spel ， K(B 沛 I =sp 龟， K(B )a 白 K(B 辩=需 c2
HenceaA(a,tl =α{剑， αA(a斗 )=α(的， αA{bA)=aA(b~)= 1
foreveryαES with simi1ar eq回tions holding forαB' Also
H A fi!J H B =C2 fi!J C2,
J{A ,B )α =J(A)α fi!J J(B )a
zα(a) 112，α (b )11主el fi!J e1 + α(a)1/2[1 一 α(b j]1 /2el fi!J e2

f

r

FIO. 1. A挠。rthomodular
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十 [1 一 α{al1 J/2α
， {b )1/2e2 fi!J el
十 [1 一 α{a)J 1/ 2 [1 一 α{b )]J/2e2 fi!J 码，
Gud船r，
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. K (A.B 如 =sp(J (A.B )α硝a) = 1}
= Sp(e 1 8['α(b )1/2e 1 十 (1 一项b W I2e2]:α{α} 据 11
拙 spe.8C2
=K 饵 )a 8K(B )a.

=

=

Sim迂arly K(A .B)a' spe2 8C2 , K(A .B )b C 2 8Sp e l , and
K (A.B 协， = C 2 8 Sp e2' Moreover. if P" , denot铠 theproj四
tion onto Sp e1, we have

[J (A.B )a][K (A.B)a1

= (1飞董

8JJ (A )α 8J(B 辩.J(A)α 8J(B 如〉

=(α(a)的:e 1 8J(B 阳.J (A )a 8J(B )a)
mα(a)I /2 (e l .J例如) (J(B

)a.J (B )a) = α(a).

In a similar w帘. the statistics is preserved for a' ,b,b ',0, and
l. T挝sexample 姐n be generalized to any finite horizontal
sumof 钝掷rable Boolean 萨a1gebr副.
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